The adsorption from the gas phase of five different amino acids (AAs), namely Gly, Ser, Lys, Gln and Glu, on three surface models of hexagonal hydroxyapatite (HA) has been studied at B3LYP level with Gaussian type basis set within a periodic approach. The AA adsorption was simulated on the (001) and (010) stoichiometric surfaces, the latter both in its pristine and water-reacted form. Low/high AA coverage has been studied by doubling the HA unit cell size. The AAs have been docked to the HA surfaces following the electrostatic complementarity between the electrostatic potentials of AA and the bare HA. Gly adsorbs as a zwitterion at the (001) surface, whereas at the (010) ones, the proton of the COOH group is transferred to the surface resulting in an HA + /Gly − ion pair. For the other AAs, the common COOH−CH−NH 2 moiety behaves like in Gly, while the specific side-chain functionalities adsorb at the HA surfaces by maximizing electrostatic and H-bond interactions. The interactions between the side chains and the HA surface impart a higher stability compared with the Gly case, with Glu being the strongest adsorbate owing to its high Ca affinity and H-bond donor propensity. For AAs of large size, the adsorption is more favourable in conditions of low coverage as repulsion between adjacent AAs is avoided. For all considered AAs, the strongest interaction is always established on the (010) faces rather than on the (001) one, therefore suggesting an easier growth along the c-direction of HA crystals from AA solutions.
Introduction
The study of biomolecule/biomaterial interactions is an actual gainingground research field because of the potentiality of nanotechnology applied to biotechnological processes and in biomedical applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Among various biomaterials, hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 (OH) 2 ) is the natural major inorganic constituent of bone and teeth and thus often used as a reference to study biomolecule/biocompatible surface interactions [6, 7] . Among biomolecules, proteins are by far the most interesting, owing to their adhesion to HA surfaces. This is particularly the case for bone tissue regenerators, since protein adhesion to implants and prostheses is crucially mediated by processes occurring at their surfaces. Indeed, functionalizing HA-based materials-as for the case of the bioglass surfaces-to enhance their biocompatibility is a common target [8, 9] . Furthermore, understanding the protein/HA contact is of relevance in biomineralization processes [10] , since HA grows spontaneously outside the Hench 45S5 Bioglass (45% SiO 2 -24.5% Na 2 O-24.5% CaO-6% P 2 O 5 ), when the latter is contacted with simulated body fluids (SBFs) [11] . In that respect, the HA growth rate is well known to be strongly influenced by the biological composition of the SBF, i.e. different amino acids (AAs), peptides and proteins may inhibit the HA growth to a different degree. Additionally, calcium phosphate-based nanoparticles have been proposed as suitable materials for loading and securing different drugs, to be delivered afterwards in a controlled way inside a living body [12, 13] .
The ultimate goals when studying protein/HA surface interactions are: (i) to know how the AA side-chains interact with the HA surfaces and (ii) based on point (i), to understand how proteins change their native conformation as a result of the adsorption process. As for point (i), adsorption isothermal experiments as well as conventional high-resolution spectroscopy studies have been performed to determine both macroscopic quantities and the actual interaction interface of statherin [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , myoglobin [21, 22] , amelogenin [23, 24] , bovine serum albumin [24] [25] [26] , bovine serum fibrinogen [26] , lysozome [25, 26] and proline-rich protein PRP1 [27] upon HA adsorption. Most of these papers conclude that proteins are generally adsorbed by electrostatic forces of different strength depending on the protein structure and AA sequence. It is worth mentioning that merging several of the mentioned techniques has allowed one to identify the statherin amino acidic residues involved in the interaction with HA, as is beautifully reviewed in Goobes et al. [19] . As for point (ii), it is usually observed that proteins denature owing to contact with inorganic solid substrates. However, recent findings highlight HA surfaces as ideal platforms to stabilize (and even to induce) well-defined proteinfolded conformations upon adsorption [17, 28] , a fact that enables the retention of the peptide biological functionality.
Despite the wide experimental investigations dedicated to protein/HA systems, detailed atomistic features related to the binding mechanisms and the anchoring points occurring at HA surfaces remain relatively scarce. In this respect, several classical molecular dynamics-based studies are present in the literature [29] [30] [31] , focusing on the dynamic behaviour of proteins in water and when driven to surfaces. The adoption of classical force fields (FFs) needed to handle the large number of atoms involved inevitably lowers the accuracy of the results, as actual FFs cannot cope with bond breaking/making which may indeed occur between side-chain functionalities and the HA surface. Resorting to quantum mechanical methods ideally solves this problem: however, modelling protein-HA interactions at this level remains almost impossible. Nevertheless, by following a hierarchical approach, the interaction with single AA allows one to learn how side-chains interact with the HA surface. The outcome of this approach is twofold: (i) to understand the influence of AA on the HA surface growth, as recent experiments have addressed [32] [33] [34] [35] and (ii) to provide accurate benchmark data for the development of specific FFs devoted to simulate protein-HA interactions. We have recently published ab initio results for the gas-phase adsorption of glycine (Gly), at (001) and (010) HA surfaces, providing a detailed molecular picture of the Gly-HA interface in absence of water [36] . The present paper extends that study by reporting the interaction (structure and energetics) of polar nonaromatic AAs (serine Ser, lysine Lys, glutamine Gln and glutamic acid Glu) on HA surfaces by means of periodic B3LYP calculations. The simulation of the AA interaction onto HA surfaces in complete dried conditions is particularly interesting because it allows understanding the intrinsic AA-HA features, free from the influence of water, although it was recently shown by some of us that the Gly-HA adducts with the presence of some water molecules are very similar to the water-free ones, since Gly interacts directly towards the surface with water behaving as spectator [37] . It is worth noting that, indeed, a number of AAs may be easily sublimated [38] and their spectral features in the gas phase have been studied at very high resolution [39, 40] . This feature has been used to adsorb Gly by chemical vapour deposition on amorphous silica [41] and by some of us on HA nanocrystals [42] . In both cases, only the combination with quantum mechanical results allowed one to resolve the atomistic and vibrational details of Gly on both surfaces at an unprecedented level of detail. In the present work, we only focused on the structural and energetic features as the vibrational analysis would have been rather cumbersome to describe without the experimental counterpart to compare with, which is, to our knowledge, still missing.
Computational details
In the following, only essential computational details are provided leaving full account to the electronic supplementary material. All the periodic calculations of the interaction of the considered AAs with the HA (001) and (010) faces have been performed with the ab initio code CRYSTAL06 [43] using a Gaussian basis set of polarized double-zeta quality already adopted in previous studies [44] . All the SCF calculations and geometry optimizations were performed with B3LYP density functional method [45, 46] using 10 reciprocal k-points to sample the Brillouin zone. Geometries were optimized by relaxing the internal coordinates within P1 symmetry keeping the lattice parameters fixed at the values of the optimized bare surfaces.
In a periodic treatment, the adsorption energy DE per unit cell per adsorbate is defined as
where E(S//S) is the energy of the bare HA slab S in its optimized geometry, E m (M//M) is the molecular energy of the free AA molecule M in its optimized geometry and E(SM//SM) is the energy of the considered AA-HA system in its optimized geometry (the symbol following the double slash identifies the geometry at which the energy has been computed). DE is a negative quantity for a bound system and can be recast in terms of deformation cost of the surface dE S , the adsorbate DE M , the lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interactions DE L , and the interaction DE * between the pre-deformed constituents. The final expression for DE C , inclusive of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction, reads
Because B3LYP did not include dispersion energy, the post-DFT dispersive correction suggested by Grimme [47] and re-parametrized by some of us for periodic systems (referred to as D * ) [48] has been added to the BSSE-corrected adsorption energies DE C in a posteriori fashion to obtain the final DE C + D * . In this way, the dispersive contribution is inserted in a non-self-consistent way to the adsorption energy, which, somehow, underestimates its relevance.
Results and discussion
This section is organized as follows: (i) a brief description of the structural features for the (001), (010) and (010)w stoichiometric HA surfaces; (ii) the most relevant structural information derived from the interaction of each AA on the three HA surfaces; (iii) the adsorption energy values of the AA-HA systems; and (iv) a comparison of the affinity of different AAs for each surface.
(a) Hydroxyapatite surface models
For the sake of brevity, here we only report the most relevant structural and energetic features of the stoichiometric (001) and (010) HA surfaces, as further details have been already reported in recent papers [49] [50] [51] . The HA (001) and (010) surfaces are the most relevant from a biological point of view: the (001) plane is the dominant surface in the thermodynamic morphology [52] [53] [54] , whereas the crystal growth occurs overall through the c-direction during biomineralization, thereby the (010) face being very extended in the final HA crystal and often responsible for interaction with molecules [55] [56] [57] . These two surfaces were modelled within the slab approach by selective cuts of the optimized bulk structure. They are both perfect planes, without defects (vacancies, steps or kink sites), and their thicknesses are 14 Å for the (001) case (fully optimized within the P3 layer group) and 13 Å for the (010) case (P1 symmetry). The geometry optimizations for AA adsorption were carried out within the P1 symmetry for both cases. To simulate the effect of both low and high AA surface coverage, two unit cells were adopted (figure 1): the single-cell (SC), consistent with the unit cell of HA bulk, and a double-cell (DC), derived from the SC by doubling the a and the c values for the (001) and the (010) surfaces, respectively.
The (001) surface unit cell exhibits two Ca ion types (Ca1 and Ca3), whereas for the (010) surface, three Ca types (Ca1, Ca2 and Ca3) exist (figure 1). The analysis of the electrostatic potential features (not shown) reveals high positive values of potential on top of Ca ions (suggesting compatible sites for AA electron donor groups), whereas deep negative zones are located in the proximity of oxygen atoms of the PO 4 groups (suggesting H-bond interactions with AA H-bond donor groups). The (001) slab exhibits a smaller surface energy than the (010) one (1.043 and 1.709 J m −2 , respectively, at B3LYP level) [50, 51] because the number and the type of bonds that should be cut to define the (010) surface impart a higher cost in comparison with the (001) surface. Therefore, the (010) model is expected to be more reactive. This was indeed the case for water adsorption, which is molecularly adsorbed at the (001) surface, whereas it spontaneously dissociates on the Ca1 and Ca2 sites of the (010) surface while it is molecularly adsorbed on Ca3 ion [51, 58] . Owing to this fast reaction with water (ubiquitously present during crystal growth), the pristine HA (010) surface is unlikely to exist 'as cut' from the HA bulk, and therefore the AA adsorption at the water-reacted HA (010) surface (hereafter named as (010)w surface) was also considered in this work. The most stable reconstructed (010)w surface is shown in figure 1 , in which the H w and OH w label the new functionalities resulting from water dissociation and giving rise to POH and CaOH groups, respectively. The newly formed OH w group is shared by Ca3, Ca2a and Ca2b ions with a local geometry resembling that surrounding the OH group of the HA (001) surface (figure 1). It is clear that this particular geometrical arrangement gives stability to the final structure and it is worth noting that H 2 O does not dissociate on Ca1 (vide supra) because the surface OH cannot be similarly stabilized. The reactivity of the pristine (010) and the (010)w surfaces can be appreciated by considering the energy of adsorption with respect to H 2 O computed at B3LYP level with the same basis set adopted here [51] : −315 and −249 kJ mol −1 for H 2 O chemisorbed on Ca3 and Ca2 ions of the (010) surface, respectively, to be compared with the much lower value of −92 kJ mol
for H 2 O physisorbed on Ca1 of the (010)w surface. It is then expected that a similar difference in reactivity will be shown for the AA adsorption (vide infra).
(b) Strategies for amino acid adsorption
AAs were manually docked to the HA surfaces in agreement with the electrostatic complementarity between the two partners and the resulting adducts used as initial structures for the full B3LYP optimization. In the present study, the AAs were adsorbed only at the top face of the slabs. This yields a permanent dipole perpendicular to the surface owing to the asymmetry introduced between the two surfaces (top-bottom), which may affect the adsorption energy values. We check the dependency of the adsorption energy of Gly when adsorbed at the (001), (010) and (010)w HA surfaces for top and top-bottom cases. Results are available in the electronic supplementary material (figure S1 and table S1) and show differences in the adsorption energy between top and top-bottom cases of 7 kJ mol −1 at the most, which is very small considering the large computed values (around −250/−450 kJ mol −1 ). This allowed simulation of the AA adsorption at the top face only, with a significant saving in computer time.
(c) The glycine-hydroxyapatite surface systems
As reported in previous simulations [36, 59] , Gly adsorbs as a zwitterion on the (001) surface (001-Gly, figure 2). The stabilization is due to the simultaneous presence of COO − /Ca + electrostatic interactions and H-bonds between NH
protons and surface oxygen atoms of the PO 4 group. This structure is the most stable in both SC and DC slab models. It is worth noting that, contrary to the metal ion [Ca-Gly] 2+ complex occurring in gas phase [60] , with only one Ca ion as a coordinator centre, in 001-Gly two different Ca ions are simultaneously involved in the Gly adsorption, resulting in a larger stabilization owing to the enhanced electrostatic interactions.
At the (010) surface, Gly interacts through a Gly − /HA + ion pair (010-Gly, figure 2) as the proton is transferred to the surface (occurring from COOH or NH + 3 for neutral and zwitterion forms, respectively), in agreement with previous works [36, 59] . The remaining COO − group interacts with three Ca ions. In particular, the O1 of the COO − group is shared, almost equivalently, with Ca2a (Ca2a-O1: 2.584 Å), Ca2b (Ca2b-O1: 2.426 Å) and Ca3 (Ca3-O1: 2.411 Å) ions; the second oxygen O2 of the COO − group interacts more strongly with Ca2a (Ca2a-O2: 2.349 Å, figure 2) while the NH 2 acts as H-bond acceptor from the POH surface groups formed by the protonation process (H ... N: 1.611 Å). The proton transfer towards the HA surface also occurred on the water-reacted HA (010)w surface (010w-Gly, figure 2), the basic PO 4 surface group becoming protonated. Because at the pristine (010)w surface the Ca2a, Ca2b and Ca3 ions (those anchoring Gly in 010-Gly) are already engaged in the interaction with the OH w resulting from the dissociated H 2 O (vide supra), the COO − group interacts with the remaining Ca1 (Ca1-O2: 2.384 Å), Ca2a (Ca2a-O1: 2.566 Å) and Ca2b (Ca2b-O1: 2.435 Å) ions. The NH 2 group interacts with the newly created POH functionality (derived from the Gly deprotonation) by a rather strong H-bond (H…N: 1.683 Å). A comparison of the adsorption energies between the 010-Gly and 010w-Gly adducts (table 2) reveals that Gly is adsorbed more strongly on the pristine surface than on the water reacted one, as anticipated (vide supra). This is due to: (i) a higher reactivity of the Ca2a, Ca2b and Ca3 ions of the (010) surface compared with the Ca1, Ca2a and Ca2b ions of the water reacted (010)w one and (ii) the decreased basic character of the PO 4 groups on the (010)w surface in comparison with the (010) one. The features of the Gly-HA structures are then adopted as a reference for the other AAs, as the common COOH-NH 2 moiety was assumed to behave similarly to what is found for Gly, while the side chains specifically interact with the remaining surface functionalities. As such, the common features to all AAs will no longer be discussed.
(d) Structure of the polar amino acid-hydroxyapatite surface systems
The B3LYP-optimized geometries of Ser, Lys, Gln and Glu interacting with the HA surfaces are illustrated in figures 3-6, respectively. Table 1 reports the most relevant structural features.
(i) Serine
Ser (exhibiting a CH 2 OH side-chain functionality) adsorbs on the (001) surface forming a H-bond between the surface PO 4 and the OH groups (001-Ser, figure 3 ) for both SC and DC slab models. The optimized structure also exhibits an electrostatic interaction between a Ca ion and the side-chain oxygen atom (Ca3b−O3), although it is weaker (Ca3b−O3 distance of 2.5 Å) compared with that involving the backbone Ca−COO moiety (around 2.3 Å).
Ser interacts with the (010) surface via an additional H-bond and the Ca2b−O3 bond (010-Ser, figure 3), this latter missed with the (010)w surface (010w-Ser, figure 3 ) owing to the engagement of the Ca ions by the pristine OH w . (ii) Lysine Lys (with a (CH 2 ) 4 NH 2 side-chain functionality) adsorbs on the (001) surface via the N atom through the Ca1 ion, without forming any H-bond interactions (001-Lys, figure 4 ). This occurs in both the SC and the DC models, the Ca1−N bond distance being moderately different. In the SC slab model (simulating high Lys loading), the Ca1 already engaged with the O1 backbone carboxylate atom also interacts with the N side-chain atom of an image Lys of the adjacent unit cell, giving rise to Lys-Lys repulsive lateral interaction. This is illustrated in figure 4 , where the terminal NH 2 groups of the image Lys molecule are depicted in sticks. In contrast, in the DC slab model (simulating low Lys loading), two independent Ca1 ions exist, so that one interacts with O1 and the other with the N side-chain atom (picture not reported). Accordingly, for the SC slab, the Ca1−O1 and Ca1−N bond distances are longer than for the DC one by about 0.010 Å.
With the (010) HA surface, the interactions, in both slab models, are through the N side-chain atom and the free Ca1 ion (010-Lys, figure 4 ). For the SC (010)w slab, the NH 2 side-chain H-bonds with the POH w surface and also with the image Lys (010w-Lys, figure 4 ). For the DC (010)w slab, the side-chain N atom binds to the free Ca2a ion (see 010w-Lys(dc) of figure 4), as occurs for Gln and Glu cases (vide infra). 
(iii) Glutamine and glutamic acid
The features of the Gln and Glu adsorbates are similar, despite the differences in their side-chain functionalities ((CH 2 ) 2 CONH 2 and (CH 2 ) 2 COOH, respectively). For both AAs, the C=O side-chain groups interact with Ca1 (Ca1−O3 bond), whereas the side-chain protons (NH and OH for Gln and Glu, respectively) H-bond with the PO 4 surface groups (001-Gln and 001-Glu, figure 5 ), in which, for the particular case of Glu, the acidic proton is transferred to a PO 4 surface group. 
(e) Adsorption energies for all considered models
Values of the adsorption energy, non-corrected (DE), BSSE-corrected (DE C ), and including dispersive forces (DE C + D * ) are reported in table 2, whereas figure 7 depicts the AA affinity ladders towards the HA surfaces and figure 8 the relative increment in the interaction energies with respect to Gly, assumed as a reference (vide infra). For periodic systems, the BSSE can only be evaluated for cases in which both the adsorbate and the surface remain electroneutral, so all processes in which bond making/breaking occur are excluded. Only adsorption at the (001) surface brings about neutral constituents and the resulting BSSE was about 45-49% of the interaction energies. For the other surfaces, we simply assumed a fixed 45 per cent BSSE resulting from averaging over the BSSE% for the (001) cases and the resulting BSSE-corrected interaction energies are labelled DE C−est in table 2. A different possibility is to assume a fixed BSSE for each AA, also derived from the analysis of the interaction energies for the (001) case and to correct all cases from the (010) and (010)w surfaces. This approach will change the absolute values of DE C + D * compared with the previous strategy (in particular for the (010) case), but will essentially preserve the relative trend (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3) . Nevertheless, this different approach brings some inconsistency in the data, as the DE C + D * data for Ser on the (010)w surface are less negative (smaller binding energy) than for Gly, a behaviour difficult to understand owing to the OH group involved in a rather strong H-bond with the (010)w surface for Ser, which is missing in Gly.
(i) Hydroxyapatite (001) surface
The affinity of the AAs for the HA (001) surface monitored by the (DE C + D * ) adsorption energies (reported in table 2) shows the Gly < Ser < Lys ≈ Gln < Glu trend ( figure 7) . The DE C + D * values are higher (in absolute terms) compared with those for other molecules (approx. −100 kJ mol −1 for water [51, 58] or approx. −80 kJ mol −1 for citric acid [61] ) and of the same order as those for proline and hydroxyproline (approx. −300 and approx. −500, respectively) [59] , showing that polar AA side-chains interact strongly with HA surfaces. The dependency of the interaction energy as a function of the cell size is rather limited (see table 1 and figure 7 ). The largest differences are shown by the DE C values, but they become less important owing to the subtle interplay of the dispersive contribution, which is larger for the SC model owing to the favourable lateral interactions.
The DE energy contributions (available in the electronic supplementary material, table S2) show that the highest surface energy deformation dE S values occur for AAs with the largest number of surface-specific interactions, which, in turn, increases energy deformation cost DE M of the adsorbate.
(ii) Hydroxyapatite (010) and (010)w surfaces The affinity of the AAs for the HA (010) and (010)w surfaces monitored by the (DE C−est + D * ) adsorption energies (reported in table 2 and in figure 7) shows: (i) for HA (010), the Gly < Ser < Lys < Gln < Glu (SC) and Gly < Ser < Gln < Lys < Glu (DC) trends and (ii) for HA (010)w, the Gly < Ser < Glu < Gln < Lys (SC) and Gly < Ser < Glu ≈ Gln < Lys (DC) trends. The differences are essentially connected to the positions between Lys, Gln and Glu, so it seems that their strength of adsorption is a delicate balance between the intrinsic affinity of the AA towards HA (modulated by electrostatic, H-bond and dispersive interactions) as well as the surface morphology (pristine or water-reacted (010) surface) and the amount of AA already adsorbed. Despite that, results clearly indicate that Gly and Ser exhibit the lowest adsorption energies, whereas Lys, Gln and Glu exhibit the largest ones.
(iii) Additional notes on adsorption energies
In order to have a deeper insight into the driving forces for AA adsorption, we computed the interaction energies of the same AAs with a free Ca 2+ ion complex are available in the electronic supplementary material (figure S2 and table S3). For both AA forms, the obtained trends follow Gly < Ser < Glu ≈ Gln < Lys, which is in agreement with the Lewis basic character of the lateral chains (OH < CO < NH 2 ). This scale is somehow similar to those obtained for the AA adsorption onto HA surfaces, the main differences arising from the positions of Lys, Gln and Glu. Therefore, it seems that, on the one hand, the possible H-bonds between Gln and Glu with the surfaces and, on the other hand, the large dispersive interactions between Lys and the surfaces alter the magnitude of interaction, giving rise to the different scale affinities reported above.
All AAs have in common with Gly the NH + 3 CHCOO − moiety that exhibits the same interactions with the HA surfaces for all considered AAs. Because of that, it is possible to compute the excess of interaction energy of a given AA with respect to Gly, as owing to the specific affinity of its side chain for the HA surfaces. This quantity, named AA in the same figure and again is always a positive quantity. The SC model represents a high loading of AA at the HA surfaces and it turns out that: (i) the smallest increment is due to CH 2 OH (Ser) side chain for all surfaces; (ii) DT is almost constant at 75 kJ mol −1 for the (001) surface for all AAs but for Ser; and (iii) at the (010), DT increases monotonically along the Ser > Lys > Gln > Glu series, whereas for the (010)w, the behaviour is dramatically different, Lys being the highest and Ser and Glu showing almost the same value. The dispersion contribution DD * to DT is totally dominant for Gln and Glu on the (010)w showing that the specific interactions with the lateral chains are inhibited for these AAs, whereas it amounts about a half of DT for all other cases and surfaces. The DC case mimics a low AA loading. For the (001) surface, the DT trend is similar to SC, with DT values being all slightly higher. For the (010) surface, the three Lys, Gln and Glu exhibit a very similar DT value at variance with the SC case. The most dramatic change is for the (010)w surface that shows higher DT increments compared with the SC as now the side-chain groups can exploit the surface functionalities in a more efficient way. The DD * values are similar to those of the SC case, with Lys having the highest contributions for the (010) and (010)w surfaces.
It is worth analysing the computed adsorption energies as a function of the surface type and of the kind of AA. Results indicate that the pristine (010) surface is more reactive than the hydrated (010)w surface which, in turn, exhibits more favourable adsorption energies than the (001) one. This fact allows one to understand the growth and the final surface morphology of the HA crystals in the presence of physiological fluids. That is, by extending our results to biological systems, proteins would prefer to adsorb at the (010) face so that the growth rate along its direction would be inhibited, in favour of the growth along other directions. Additionally, the fact that the computed adsorption energies are so favourable suggests that proteins containing the tested amino acidic residues, especially carrying Ca binding or H-bond donor groups, will serve as inhibitors of the HA growth. In particular, our results estimate that C=O-and NH 2 -containing lateral chains of proteins may be of use to control the growth of calcium phosphate materials.
Conclusions
The adsorption of five AAs with different physico-chemical properties (Gly as non-polar, Ser as polar-neutral, Lys as polar-basic, Gln as polar-amidic and Glu as polar-acidic) on models of stoichiometric (001), (010) and (010)w HA surfaces under strict gas-phase conditions has been studied with B3LYP and Gaussian type basis set in a periodic approach using the CRYSTAL06 code. AAs were manually docked towards the HA surface following the electrostatic complementarity and by maximizing H-bond interactions. High and low AA loadings have been simulated by adopting two unit cell sizes. The most interesting points emerging from the present work are summarized as follows.
-Gly is adsorbed as a zwitterion at the HA (001) surface, the COO − group interacting with two Ca ions and the NH + 3 protons H-bonding the oxygen surface atoms, whereas on both the pristine (010) surface and that reacted with water (010)w, a Gly − /HA + ion pair is established. -For the other AAs, the adsorption occurs keeping the common NH + 3 CHCOO − moiety in the same configuration as for Gly, while leaving the side-chain groups to maximize the interaction with the available surface sites. -For Gly and Ser, no significant differences are observed between SC and DC models, whereas the adsorption for Lys, Gln and Glu is much more sensitive to lateral interactions. For these latter, a general increase in the strength of interaction is computed when moving from SC to DC. -The driving forces for AA adsorption are the electrostatic affinity for Ca ions, H-bonds towards the basic PO 4 surface groups and the dispersive interactions. When the contribution of the common NH ). Clearly, Lys is able to sample the Ca ions with the greatest affinity and the long hydrocarbon chain gains dispersion energy. These incremental values can constitute a database for predicting the protein affinity towards HA by the knowledge of the exposed side chains. -For all cases, the interaction with the (010) faces was found to be more favourable than the (001) one, indicating a major reactivity of the former surfaces. According to these results, protein amino acidic residues prefer to adsorb on the (010) faces, thereby inhibiting more strongly the crystal growth of these surfaces and consequently leading to an elongated morphology in the c-direction of the apatite crystal. -Purely geometrically defined surfaces may not be representative of the corresponding surface in the real material, as reaction with water may deeply alter the adsorption character of the pristine surface. Here, the water-reacted (010)w surface exhibits much weaker adsorption energies with respect to those computed for the pristine (010) surface.
Results of the present paper are aimed at contributing with significant clues to the structure and energetics that drive the protein-calcium-apatite interactions, such as to provide a detailed atomistic picture of the interface between AAs and HA, or to estimate an affinity scale for the interaction of polar amino acidic residues with HA surfaces. Along this line, it is worth mentioning that such waterfree systems are indeed possible to study by means of IR spectroscopy owing to the development of the fast thermal heating technique [39, 40] , which allows experimentalists to adsorb neutral AAs on HA by chemical vapour deposition. In that respect, new experimental measurements under highly controllable conditions would be welcome and could be used for direct comparisons and to validate the present results.
